Group contribution methods are frequently used for estimating physical properties of compounds from their molecular structures. An algorithm for estimating Gibbs energies of formation through group contribution methods has been automated in an object-oriented framework. The algorithm decomposes compound structures according to a basis set of groups. It permits the use of wildcards and is able to distinguish between ring groups and chain groups that use similar search structures. Past methods relied on manual decomposition of compounds into constituent groups. Results: The software is written in Common LISP and requires <2 min to estimate Gibbs energies of formation for a database of 780 species of varying size and complexity. The software allows rapid expansion to incorporate different basis sets and to estimate a variety of other physical properties.
Introduction
Researchers who use equilibrium constants for thermodynamic analysis of biotransformations frequently encounter reaction pathways for which equilibrium constants are not readily accessible. Without approximate values for the equilibrium constants, it is impossible to assess even the direction and feasibility of a biochemical reaction or pathway, or to uncover bottlenecks (Mavrovouniotis, 1993 (Mavrovouniotis, , 1996 . The equilibrium constants are related to the Gibbs energies of biotransformation, which can be estimated using group contribution methods (Mavrovouniotis, 1991) . Group contribution methods are frequently used for estimating physical 4 To whom correspondence should be addressed properties of compounds from their molecular structures (Reid et at., 1987) . This paper presents a completely automated algorithm for decomposing compounds into their constituent groups, where past methods relied on manual group decomposition. Since compound structures are routinely stored in databases, rough estimates for the equilibrium constants can be generated very quickly; the time-consuming task of obtaining experimental values is reserved for cases where more accurate values are needed.
System and methods
Software has been developed using Macintosh Common LISP (MCL) 2.0.1 and runs on Motorola 6O8xO-based Macintosh systems. The code is not platform specific and has been compiled on Silicon Graphics systems running Alle-groCL 4.3 and Sun/Sparc systems running Lucid Common LISP v.4.0 with the Common LISP Object System (CLOS) module installed.
Algorithms and implementation
The problem of estimating equilibrium constants for reactions can be transformed to one of estimating Gibbs energies of formation for all reactants and products of those reactions. This is accomplished by relating the standard Gibbs energy of change for the reaction, AG'rxn, to the equilibrium constant, K', using
and by determining the standard Gibbs energy of a biotransformation from the standard Gibbs energies of formation of its species through AG'rxn = I a,AC,
where a, and AG, are the stoichiometric coefficient and standard Gibbs energy of formation for species / in the reaction (a, < 0 for reactants and a, > 0 for products), respectively. Mavrovouniotis (1991) presented a method for estimating Gibbs energies of formation for compounds by decomposing Fig. 1 . Object classes and attributes that are used in the software. Each basis set comprises a set of groups. Each group inherently knows how to identify its own existence in a compound. Subclasses of group have been identified based on their key atoms and their participation in rings. These refined subclasses allow methods to be defined that reduce the apparent size of a basis set. the compounds into constituent groups, and summing the energy contribution of each group through the relationship AG, = I n,g,
where n, and g, represent the number of occurrences and the contribution of group / in the compound, respectively. In past work, all group decompositions were determined manually. The reader is referred to Mavrovouniotis (1990 Mavrovouniotis ( , 1991 and Reid et al. (1987) for discussions regarding group contribution methods and their application to the estimation of equilibrium constants.
Object-oriented analysis of the estimation problem
In order to identify the objects, operations and attributes of a system, it is useful to write a brief summary of the problem statement. Typically, nouns indicate the objects and attributes of a system and verbs describe desired operations.
PROBLEM STATEMENT:
Estimate the Gibbs energy of transformation for a reaction by summing the Gibbs energies of formation of its compounds. Estimate the Gibbs energy of formation for a compound by decomposing it according to a specified basis set of groups.
A basis set is an ordered collection of groups that are used to decompose a compound ( Figure 1 ). Associated with each group is the contribution that it makes to the overall property of a compound, as well as the structural fragment that defines the group. This information is stored within the attributes of the class group. The REACTION and COMPOUND classes also describe important objects in the system. Each reaction has slots (attributes) that record the compounds that participate in the conceptual reaction and each compound stores the atoms and bonds of its structure.
An important global operation for the system is the estimation of Gibbs energies. In object-oriented programs, the actual methods or procedures that are followed to meet the goal of an operation are dictated by the objects on which functions are called. For example, a single operation ESTIMATE-GIBBS-ENERGY can be called on reactions or on compounds; however, each of these classes implements different methods ( Figure 2 ). When the function is called on a reaction, the system knows it should perform the operation on each of its compounds. However, when the function is called on a compound, the compound structure is decomposed into its constituent groups. The determination of which set of procedures is to be followed is delegated to the underlying object-oriented system-in this case, CLOS.
Substructure matcher
The group-decomposition algorithm employs a chemical substructure matcher to search out all occurrences of each group in the basis set within a compound. The matcher is called repeatedly for each group in the basis set. The substructure matcher we have developed is quite flexible. The structures it accepts as inputs can be specified as either SMILES expressions (Weininger, 1988) , or as a list of atoms plus a list of bonds between those atoms. The matcher employs a backtracking search to locate the first occurrence of the query structure (the group) within the reference structure (the compound to be decomposed) ( Figure 3 ). The substructure matcher includes several special capabilities to facilitate group decomposition. Every atom in the compound must be assigned to exactly one group, i.e. the positions of two groups within a compound cannot overlap. To provide this behavior, the matcher returns a description of atoms in the reference structure that matched the query structure. That description is used to form an additional input to the matcher in order to exclude previously assigned atoms from being reassigned in subsequent searches for the same query structure. In this way, all occurrences of the query structure are determined through iterative calls to the substructure matcher using updated descriptions, until no additional occurrences of the query structure are identified. Furthermore, these descriptions are used to ensure that occurrences of the active query structure do not overlap with atoms that have been assigned to previously matched groups.
The order in which groups are searched is significant. Figure 4 illustrates an example in which a -COO-group could be mistakenly characterized as a combination of -CO-and -O-groups. To avoid confusion as to which configuration is desired, the groups in the basis set are arranged in a partial order in which group Gl precedes group G2 if G2 is a substructure of G1.
Wildcards
Some groups specify a larger context of atoms in which the group must appear. For example, the group in Figure 5 contains a single carbon atom that must be connected to three non-hydrogen atoms as shown.
Wildcards significantly reduce the number of groups that have to be defined in a basis set. The bond arrangement in Figure 5 can be represented by the illustrated wildcard representation. This wildcard representation will match all structures that are shown in Figure 3 as well as other permutation of atoms that are bonded to the central carbon atom. 
. Focal atoms allow a target structure to be identified by specifying a more complex structure that must be present. Focal atoms are optional for some groups, but are necessary for structures that implement wildcards.
The matcher allows user-defined wildcards that match any set of atoms. Generally, wildcards are defined to match all atoms except hydrogen. It is assumed that when hydrogen is an acceptable match in a group, it will be specifically listed in the query structure.
Focal atoms
We refer to the carbon in Figure 5 as a focal atom because it is part of the group proper, rather than the context for the group. Each group that includes a context must identify the focal atoms in the group. This approach allows those atoms in the reference structure that matched the non-focal atoms in a group to participate in matches with focal and non-focal atoms of other groups in subsequent calls to the matcher. On the other hand, focal atoms that have been assigned to one group will not be reassigned to focal atoms of later groups. This feature is also used for structures that do not use wildcards ( Figure 6 ).
Finding all occurrences of a group in a compound requires the specification of an identifiable substructure. This substructure can incorporate wildcards and can specify focal atoms to target specific atoms and bonds, and returns the list of positions for each of the focal atoms in the compound. (Figure 7 )
Ring identification and classification issues
Groups with similar structures can exhibit different levels of participation in rings (Figure 8) . A limitation of the substructure matcher is that it is not able to determine efficiently whether a group is a member of a ring unless the ring structure is included in the query structure; in other words, the difficulty is that rings are non-local features while the GET-OCCURRENCES-LIST of group in compound Search for the structure of group in compound For each occurrence of the structure, Return a list of positions corresponding to the focal atoms. Fig. 7 . It is necessary to identify the location of each focal atom for every occurrence of a group.
matcher works locally. Although it is possible to use wildcards to characterize rings of different sizes and configurations, this approach is computationally expensive because it can take longer to match or reject these larger structures. Furthermore, including all possible structures that must be used to match these ring structures would result in a substantial increase in the number of groups in the basis set.
Ring identification
Our software provides the locations and sizes of rings by finding the cross edges in a simple Breadth-First-Search. It does not include an algorithm that finds the Smallest Set of Smallest Rings (SSSR) because group contribution basis sets are only valid for compounds that are similar to those used to define the contributions for the groups (Gasteiger and Jo chum, 1979) . The basis sets that have been implemented cannot be extrapolated for use with compounds that contain the complex ring structures that SSSR algorithms are designed to locate. The types and locations of rings are stored in a list before the compound is decomposed. In this way, simpler query structures are used to identify the occurrences of ring groups in the compound. The descriptive information that accompanies these occurrences is then compared to the list of rings in order to verify that the appropriate ring participation requirements are met.
Ring classification
The algorithm currently distinguishes between benzene, heteroaromatic and non-aromatic rings as defined in the Mavrovouniotis (1991) basis set. It is assumed that aromatic bonds are explicitly labeled in the electronic form of the compound structure.
The algorithm for decomposing compounds into their constituent groups is developed by piecing together the substructure matcher and the ring location and classification algorithms. The filter function tests for appropriate ring involvements and ensures that occurrences do not overlap previously matched atoms. If there are unmatched atoms after all groups have been processed, then the basis set cannot be used to estimate properties for the compound.
decompose returns a list of all groups and the number of occurrences of each. Each group stores its contribution to the total property.
Efficiency issues
A key factor in determining the time required to decompose a compound is the number of groups in the basis set that must be searched. Using preliminary ring searches and implementing wildcards results in a significant reduction in the number of groups that must be defined. It is also possible to reduce the apparent size of the basis set by searching for CH3 Fig. 8 . The basis set defined by Mavrovouniotis (1991) uses the structure >C= to find occurrences of seven different groups. The groups are distinguished based on participation in rings: (a) participates in two fused benzene rings; (b) participates in two fused non-benzene rings; (c) participates in two fused rings: one benzene and one non-benzene; (d) the formal single bond and the formal double bond participate in a benzene ring; (e) two single bonds participate in a non-benzene ring; (f) the double bond and the single bond participate in a non-benzene ring; (g) does not participate in a ring. groups only when there is a chance of finding them in a compound. Two tests that are routinely used are: (i) Do not search for a group if a key atom of the group does not exist in the compound; and, (ii) Do not search for a group if it requires ring participation and there are no rings in the compound. These are easily implemented in an object-oriented program by defining subclasses for GROUP that emphasize these relevant differences, RING-GROUP and CHAIN-GROUP subclasses distinguish between groups based on their participation in rings, PHOSPHOROUS-GROUP, SULFUR-GROUP, NITROGEN-GROUP, OXYGEN-GROUP and CARBON-GROUP are based on differences in key atom types.
Some groups exhibit properties of more than one of these classes. Multiple inheritance has been used to define those groups that exhibit properties of more than one superclass. Subclasses have been limited to combinations of one atom These new classes allow the definition of an operation called SCREEN that allows an object to determine whether or not it has a chance of being found in a compound before it is submitted to GET-ALL-OCCURRENCES. Only those groups that pass the screen tests are actually sought in the compound structure. The methods that are used to SCREEN GROUPS are delegated to the appropriate subclasses that have the information on how to perform this test ( Figure 11 ).
Compounds are decomposed by identifying and classifying the rings of the structure, and by searching for every occurrence of each group in the structure. As each atom in the compound is assigned to a group, it is marked as being matched. Those occurrences that overlap with previously matched atoms or that do not have the appropriate ring and chain participation are filtered from further consideration. Decomposition time is reduced by screening groups before they are actually searched. The final form of DECOMPOSE that includes the screening operation is provided in Figure 12 .
Results and discussion
The program was tested on a knowledge base of 780 compound structures (mostly small metabolites) varying in size from 8 to 155 atoms (Karp, 1992) . Ring complexity varied from straight-and branched-chain compounds to species containing four fused rings. A Macintosh LC475 running at 25 MHz took 45 min to estimate Gibbs energies for the entire database using the basis set provided by Mavrovouniotis (1991) . These times reflect compiled code with the ring and atom screening tests activated. Similar times on Sun IPX, Fig. 13 . There is more than one way to decompose phosphorous groups. Humans naturally infer the correct decomposition; however, the automated procedures do not naturally make the correct distinction. Additional groups have been added to the basis set to ensure the correct decomposition.
Sparc 10 and Silicon Graphics 02 systems were 13, 8 and 2 min, respectively. Besides faster hardware, the difference in the execution times between the Macintosh and the workstations may also be partly attributed to better compilers for the Lucid Common LISP and the AllegroCL4.3 used on the Sun and Silicon Graphics systems. An unexpected benefit that the software provided was in the area of identifying errors in compound structures that were stored in the database. The software identified 10 structures as 'not decomposable' that were later found to contain errors. This is a limited benefit since some errors will result in decomposable structures and still remain undetected.
It should be noted that the Mavrovouniotis (1991) basis set for computing Gibbs energies has been amended because it was found that the published definitions for phosphate groups can result in erroneous decompositions. Although it has been established that the order in which groups are searched is important, it was later discovered that the order in which atoms are identified is equally important. For
Phosphate groups
-O-PCV 1 -(participating in a ring) -CO-OPO3 2 pentaphosphate tetraphosphate triphosphate diphosphate -OPO3" 2 (primary) -OPO 3 ' 2 (secondary) - example, there is more than one way to decompose chains of phosphate groups (Figure 13 ). Although humans can infer the correct decomposition, the initial computer implementation could not. To address this difficulty, the basis set was amended by defining larger groups that eliminate the confusion by matching the specific configurations that were intended. The new groups use appropriate sums of the smaller groups as their contribution terms ( Figure 14) .
The entire program has been designed to be reusable. The same code has already been used to implement two additional basis sets that calculate eight different physical properties. These include the Joback group contributions for critical properties (P c , T c and V c ), the normal boiling point and the freezing point (Joback, 1984) ; and the Joback method for ideal-gas properties [AG f°( 298K), A// f°( 298K) and C p°] (Joback, 1984) . The current implementation can use additional basis sets, provided that these group sets satisfy the following requirements: (i) All non-overlapping occurrences of a group within a reference compound must be identified. Conversely, every atom in the compound is assigned to exactly one group, (ii) Wildcards may be used to indicate when the atom to which a group is attached is not important. This occurs in basis sets that search for specific bond arrangements of atoms, (iii) When a larger substructure is used to provide context, focal atoms may be used to specify the target structure of the group, (iv) Ring groups and chain groups that use similar query structures must be distinguishable.
